s (1978) compilation: Radial velocity, distance, colour excess, total apparent magnitude, total absolute magnitude, linear diameter, age, mass Basel data (Becker and Fenkart 1971; Fenkart and Binggeli 1979) : Photometric system, colour excess, interstellar extinction, distance, spectral type of hottest star, colour type of bluest star, linear diameter, type of observation van den Bergh-Hagen (1975) data: Angular diameter, richness Lynga (1979) compilation: Selected angular diameter, references (various other parameters with references will be included later).
The last 18 storage places are reserved for tracers, which show the order of objects according to a given parameter by pointing to the next object (positive tracer) or the preceding one (negative tracer). Thus, e.g. by following the numbers in storage place 249 we will obtain a listing in order of R.A. (1950.0) , while the numbers in storage place 251 give us the catalogue arranged in galactic longitude. This system of addressing makes the catalogue more flexible than one particular sequential ordering would have done. Adding or excluding an entry is easily managed by the altering of tracers.
The catalogue is available as magnetic type, microfiche or listing through the Stellar Data Centre in Strasbourg. It will continuously be updated and thus no printed version is foreseen.
The catalogue also includes a detailed description including complete references and an alibi list for cluster names.
